
Sound-absorbing
Ventilation Grilles

Reduce noise emission 
through vents.

Reduce the impact of noise on your 
surroundings, protect staff and 

absorb installation noise. 

Less noise, more harmony. 
Sounds like silence.

www.doxnoisecontrol.eu

http://www.doxnoisecontrol.eu


Acoustic
Ventilation grilles 

Sustainable, efficient, and high return.

APPLICATIONS

Industry: façade grilles for ventilating plant 

rooms, installations, and machines. 

Construction: façade grilles suitable for 

commercial and residential buildings. 

Ventilation of machines and installations: wall 

grilles as a sound-absorbing wall, or part of a 

complete solution. 

DOX Noise Control is a specialist in the 

delivery and installation of acoustic grilles. 

The sound-absorbing grilles are suitable 

for a wide range of applications where large air 

volumes are emitted: construction, industry, and 

the ventilation of machines and installations.  

 

All our sound-absorbing ventilation grilles are 

specially developed to optimally reduce noise 

emission through vents. There are various types 

of sound-insulating grilles depending on sound 

insulation, installation depth, and air volume.  

 

Our sound-absorbing grilles are standardised. However, 

for specific challenges, we always offer a suitable 

solution to meet the exact requirements of your project.      

 

Our grilles are extensively tested. This allows us to work 

out the appropriate solution according to the flow rate, 

pressure loss, and acoustic requirements. 



 ✓ high noise reduction and low air resistance with small  

   installation depth

 ✓ slats with high-quality absorption material

 ✓ rain and bird proof

 ✓ preservation and polishing in RAL colour of choice  

 ✓ standard or customised grille

 ✓ sustainable and low maintenance

 ✓ great design freedom

ADVANTAGES

  High noise attenuation (Rw max. = 24 dB)

  Low air resistance

  Rainproof

  Low installation depth (min. 150 mm)

  Options with mounting flange, bird netting, and powder  

   coating in RAL colours

  Choice of other materials, e.g. seawater-resistant  

   aluminum, and stainless steel

  Aesthetic added value due to identical appearance of   

   grilles with different insulation values

PROPERTIES

A custom grille 
for every application



Need a 
customised
project? 
 

Make an appointment for
personal advice, 
specific to your project: 

info@doxnoisecontrol.eu
or +32 (0)3 309 14 22.

www.doxnoisecontrol.eu
DOX Noise Control.

Starrenhoflaan 43-04. 2950 Kapellen. Belgium

Noise Barriers

Acoustic Enclosures

Industrial Silencers

Acoustic Grilles

 ✓ High-quality products

 ✓ Project management

 ✓ Noise remediation

 ✓ Engineering

 ✓ Customisation

 ✓ Installation

DOX SERVICE

#lessnoisemoreharmony 
#soundslikesilence
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